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DEMOCRATIC VALUE INCULCATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS:
THE ROLE OF THE CONSTITUTION AND THE COURTS.

John Dayton.

Public schools are increasingly disparaged by many

Americans, and calls for privatization of education have

intensified.' At the core of this discontent is a debate about

the fundamental purpose of public education and whose interests

the public schools should serve. Objections to public schools

are as varied as the groups that voice them. Some citizens'

objections to public schools are related to the content of the

public school curriculum.2 Others want to make public

educational funds available for private consumer choices in

education.3 Those without children in public schools question

the utility of paying taxes to educate the children of others.4

The rhetoric of special interest groups over public schools and

other public policy issues continues to intensify, and many

Americans are becoming increasingly desensitized to the needs of

those that do not share their interests.5 Regrettably, the

concept of community responsibility is often lost in the struggle

for partisan advantage.6 As factional struggles escalate, the

unity of the American people is threatened. One commentator

stated that "the very fabric of society is being torn asunder" by

internal division and the lack of a shared common purpose.7

It is ironic that our public schools are facing growing
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challenges to their very existence at a time when the cohesive

bond of common schools is most needed. Despite the complaints of

public school critics, American public schools continue to be a

vital public institution necessary to the perpetuation of a free

and democratic nation.8 American public schools have been

credited with enabling the United States to cope with the

challenges of diversity better than any other nation.9

However, today's public schools face significant problems.

Children are increasingly harmed by poverty, crime, drugs and

abuse. Children inevitably bring the scars of these social ills

with them into the public schools. More instruction in basic

skills is not what these children need most. Before academic

instruction can be effective and meaningful for these children,

and all children, they must first understand how public education

is relevant to improving their circumstances. Public education

must empower children to become active participants in a

democratic community with the common goal of improving their

lives and the circumstances of their community. This article

argues that the fundamental purpose of public education is

preparation for citizenship

the inculcation of American

and democratic participation through

democratic values.10 These American

democratic values are codified by the Constitution, and further

illuminated by our nation's courts and other public institutions.

This article calls for a recommitment to the American common

school, and a return to its democratic foundations as the

institution that continues to hold the greatest promise for
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improving the lives of our children by aniting the diverse

American people in the common goal of advancing our free and

democratic nation."

DEMOCRATIC VALUE INCULCATION AS THE FUNDAMENTAL PURPOSE OF PUBLIC

EDUCATION

Much of the mediocrity that currently plagues public schools

results from the absence of a clear sense of purpose.12 But

public schools need only reflect on their history to rediscover

their fundamental purpose. Public leaders, judges, and scholars

throughout our nation's history have consistently recognized that

in a democratic nation, public education's fundamental purpose is

to prepare citizens to participate in collective governance of

their common democratic community and nation.13 As Guy noted

"from the time of the War of Independence, Americans sought to

create institutions that would be uniquely American. They

especially desired to make education part of a larger political

transformation and thus the common school served as an ideal

vehicle. HA The United States formed systems of free common

public schools so that these common public schools could assist

in forming and perpetuating a free common democratic nation.°

Individuals are not born with an understanding of the values

of democracy. M Education in democratic processes is required.°

Through the public schools, children must be taught the values

and skills necessary to administer, protect, and perpetuate a

free democratic system of governance. Our nation's public
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schools function as the nurseries of our democracy. We cannot

expect children to develop a commitment to democratic principles

if these principles are not taught, modeled and practiced in our

public schools and other public institutions.° Although

academic and vocational preparation are important functions of

public education, these skills would be of limited value without

the freedom and democracy our constitutional system of governance

guarantees.19 Freedom and democratic rule are prerequisites to

the American conception of individual, social, and financial

fulfillment." Democratic education is "essential to the

preservation of the entire constitutional plan."21

Public schor,is continue to be a vital medium for inculcating

American democratic vallles, and in realizing the critical

intergenerational trust of perpetuating democracy. Each

generation must learn that the duty of their generation is not

only to themselves, but also to those in the past who created and

sustained the republic and to those in the future that will

inherit it. As Cubberley noted "the proponents of the common

school were seeking the nurture of a common core of sentiment, of

value, and of practice within which pluralism would not become

anarchy. un The public schools were to function as a value

inculcating institution, ensuring American unity and the

perpetuation of democracy in succeeding generations.

4
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THE LEGITIMACY OF VALUE INCULCATION IN A DEMOCRATIC NATION

Americans are granted political power by our democratic form

of governance. This power carries with it the responsibility of

judicious exercise of that power. Since all members of the

public are governed by the collective decisions of the

electorate, the public has a legitimate interest in assuring that

the future governors of the state are prepared to responsibly

assume their duties. In the United States broad public education

is essential to the survival of the American ideal of democracy.

Through education children must recreate in their own minds an

understanding of the basic principles that define our nation so

that they will be prepared to govern themselves based on

democratic ideals. As White recognized "Americans are a nation

born of an idea; not the place, but the idea, created the United

States."23 While some nations are founded on common ethnicity,

religion, and geography, the cohesive force across the diverse

ethnicities, religions and geographical regions of America is a

common set ideals: A belief in democratic principles.24

Scholars have consistently recognized that the inculcation

of democratic values is a necessity in a democratic nation, and

that democratic value inculcation is a legitimate function of

public education. Regarding the inculcation of democratic

values, Will recognized that: " Democratic government must be a

tutor as well as a servant to its citizens, because citizenship

is a state of mind."25 As Beard noted "public education must

prepare pupils for citizenship in the Republic . . . it must



inculcate the habits and manners of civility as values in

themselves conducive to happiness and as indispensable to the

practice of self-government in the community and the nation. I'M

Our nation's courts have also affirmed the legitimacy of

value inculcation in public schools. The U.S. Supreme Court in

interpreting the Constitution has repeatedly recognized the

legitimacy of value inculcation by public schools .27 In Brown v.

Board of Education the Supreme Court recognized public schools as

"a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural

values."28 In Plyler v. Doe the Court recognized "the pivotal

role of education in sustaining our political and cultural

heritage."29 The Court in Ambach v. Norwick, cited John Dewey's

view that public schools are "an 'assimilative force' by which

diverse and conflicting elements in our society are brought

together on a broad but common ground."" The Court has

recognized that our public schools inculcate in tomorrow's

leaders the "fundamental values necessary to the maintenance of a

democratic political system.01 According to the Court: "These

perceptions of the public schools as inculcating fundamental

values necessary to the maintenance of a democratic political

system have been confirmed by the observations of social

scientists."n Regarding the legitimacy of value inculcation in

public schools the Court has concluded that:

Indeed, the Constitution presupposes the existence of an
informed citizenry prepared to participate in governmental
affairs, and these democratic principles obviously are
constitutionally incorporated into the structure of our
government. It therefore seems entirely appropriate that
the State use "public schools to . . . inculcate fundamental
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values necessary to the maintenance of a democratic
political system."33

DECIDING WHICH VALUES TO INCULCATE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Both scholarly research and the decisions of our nation's

courts affirm the public school's vital role in inculcating

values. But what values should be inculcated? The Court has

cautioned that the school's "undeniable, and undeniably vital,

mandate to inculcate moral and political values is not a general

warrant to act as 'thought police' stifling discussion of all but

state-approved topics and advocacy of all but the official

position."m Clearly public schools cannot indoctrinate dogmatic

beliefs, but may legitimately inculcate democratic values. As

Stewart noted "students must be shown that there exists a middle

ground between blind adherence to a monolithic orthodoxy and the

nihilistic belief that no idea is better than any other."35

There is a significant distinction between indoctrination and

democratic value inculcation. In contrast to the process of

indoctrination in dogmatic beliefs, inculcation in democratic

values leads to greater self-reliance and independent thought,

with the goal of empowering a thoughtful, independent and

responsible citizen.36

Democratic education is by definition nondogmatic in that

while democratic systems may have favored views, tolerance of

minority opinions is a principle tenet of democratic systems of

belief. Democratic principles reject a particular orthodoxy of

belief. Instead, democratic classrooms are a "marketplace of

7
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ideas."" However, because democratic principles are open does

not mean they are empty." There are broad but clear principles

established by the American democratic tradition." Rohr's

concept of "regime values" is instructive regarding the

identification of these American democratic values. According to

Rohr, American regime values are "the values of that political

entity that was brought into being by the ratification of the

Constitution that created the present American republic."'

These American regime values are rooted in ethical norms derived

from the prominent values of the regime; can be found in the laws

of the regime; and are normative for public officials because

they have taken an oath to uphold the constitutions and laws of

the regime. 41 The Constitution codifies the principles that

originally united our nation, and continues to provide guidance

for our evolving constitutional democracy.

THE CONSTITUTION AS A FOUNDATION FOR DEMOCRATIC VALUES

The Constitution is the foundation for our nation's

democracy, and therefore should be the foundation for our

nation's democratic institutions including public schools.42 In

a nation of diversity, our Constitution is a unifying force. The

Constitution acts as our nation's "superego." It is the place

where we deposit our nation's highest ideals for safekeeping.

Ideals such as freedom, equality, due process, and fundamental

fairness and justice. But the Constitution does more than

declare noble ideals. It also compels government officials to

8
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comply with these ideals through the force of law.43

The Constitution contains values and principles derived from

the perpetual human struggle for freedom, democracy, and basic

human rights." These constitutional values and principles are

based on fundamental human nature and have been thoroughly tested

through human history before and after the adoption of the

Constitution." Since these values and principles are based on

fundamental human nature and tested through human history, they

are as relevant today as they were when they were adopted.

The Values Embodied in the Constitution

The identification of American democratic values in the U.S.

Constitution is not a precise science, and the purpose of this

article is not to produce an exhaustive list of American

democratic values. In fact, to do so would be contrary to the

intentions of our Constitution's founders. Our Constitution's

founders did not intend that their words would be interpreted in

a narrow and final way, and that we would believe that we had

divined for all time the answers to the most difficult issues

facing our nation." Instead, the Constitution is a living

document that embodies broad principles that guide us in our

struggles with the pressing issues of the day.47 These

principles invite us to interpret their meaning in light of our

current circumstances. The principles of the Constitution are

like a distant beacon: clear enough to provide manifest direction

and guidance, but far enough away to allow for debate regarding

the best route to our common goal.

9



Nonetheless, some broad American democratic values can be

identified from the documents that gave birth to our democratic

nation: the Declaration of Independence; the U.S. Constitution;

and the Bill of Rights. These documents recognized basic human

freedoms of belief and expression, the equality of persons,

rights to fair treatment by government agents, and limitations on

the scope of government power." Gunnar Myrdal identified an

"American Creed" through which Americans hold in common "the most

explicitly expressed system of general ideals of any country in

the West: the ideals of essential dignity and equality of all

human beings, of inalienable rights and freedoms, justice, and

opportunity."'" Schlesinger noted that the schools and courts

teach the principles of the American Creed and that Gunnar Myrdal

"saw the Creed as a bond that links all Americans . . . and as

the spur forever goading Americans to live up to their

principles. "5°

For greater specificity regarding the values in the

Constitution, it is useful to examine the opinions of our

nation's courts in interpreting American democratic values. As

Peck noted: "Independent courts are especially well situated to

discern these values precisely because they are largely isolated

from traditional political processes and thus capable of

searching for truths that only become manifest over time."51

Court Opinions on American Values

Rohr also noted that "the study of Supreme Court opinions

offers interpretations of values that are useful" in thinking

10
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about American democratic values.52 Justices of the Supreme

Court use the vehicle of a particular case to teach about

American democratic values.53 As does Peck, Rohr argues that

analysis of the Supreme Court's cases are "particularly suitable

for ethical reflection on the values of the American people."m

Further, "[n]ot only do the Court's opinions offer reflection on

American values, but they show what these values mean in practice

as well."m

One of the values identified in the U.S. Constitution is

religious freedolu. Religious freedom is a fundamental right

under the U.S. Constitution.56 However, the First Amendment to

the Constitution merely states that: "Congress shall make no law

respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free

exercise thereof."57 To determine how public schools must

function regarding this constitutional value, it is necessary to

examine the Court's decisions on religious issues in the public

schools. The Court's cases teach that the schools must respect

but cannot promote religious beliefs.m What is required by the

Constitution is governmental neutrality regarding religion.59

American constitutional values related to religion promote

tolerance of religious diversity in the public realm, but leave

matters of religious belief to the private sphere.

The documents that founded our nation reflect the Lockean

theory of social contract. According to this theory, when

autonomous individuals left the state of nature and agreed to

submit to collective governance, individuals retained certain
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basic rights and it was the duty of a just government acting

under the consent of the governed to protect those rights.60

While governments may legitimately influence those elements that

are properly within the sphere of public control, all persons

retain certain fundamental rights that remain within the private

sphere of influence and are not proper subjects for public

control absent a compelling governmental interest.61 By

prohibiting religious involvement by government the Court is

protecting the private rights of religion from intrusion from the

public sphere, and teaching that democratic governments respect

individual belief and the proper limits of governmental authority

in private matters.

The Constitution also states that: "Congress shall make nc

law . . . abridging the freedom of sreech, or of the press; or

the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition

the Government for a redress of grievances."62 The Court has

employed the broad constitutional values embraced by this

language to impart to public schools many important lessons about

how these constitutional values should be communicated in the

public schools. It was in the context of a dispute about the

rights of students to express their opposition to government

activities that the Court stated that: "It can hardly be argued

that either students or teachers shed their constitutional rights

to freedom of speech or expression at the schoolhouse gate."63 In

Tinker v. Des Moines Independent School District the Court

recognized that: "Students in school as well as out of school are

12
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'persons' under our Constitution. They are possessed of

fundamental rights which the State must respect, just as they

themselves must,respect their obligations to the State.""

Although recognizing a constitutional right to dissent, the

Court has also emphasized the importance of teaching children

mutual tolerance and civility in debating controversial issues in

a democratic society. The Court stated that public schools "must

inculcate the habits and manners of civility"" and that this

must "include tolerance of divergent political and religious

views, even when the views expressed may be unpopular."" As

Justice Holmes recognized, the Constitution embodies "the

principle of free thought- -not free thought for those who agree

with us but freedom for the thought that we hate."67 In

conjunction with rights to freedom of expression, the Court has

emphasized the responsibility of civility in communication. The

Court noted that: "Indeed the 'fundamental values necessary to

the maintenance of a democratic political system' disfavor the

use of terms of debate highly offensive or highly threatening to

others . . . The inculcation of these values is truly the 'work

of the schools.'"" The Court is teaching that children should

understand that divergent views are tolerated in a democratic

society, and that civil discourse is the appropriate way to

express your views and your opposition to even those views that

may anger you. As a U.S. district court judge stated:

I am firmly convinced that a course designed to teach
students that a free and democratic society is superior
to those in which freedoms are sharply curtailed will
fail entirely if it fails to teach one important

13
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lesson: that the power of the state is never so great
that it can silence a man or woman simply because there
are those who disagree. Perhaps that carries with it a
second lesson: that those who enjoy the blessings of a
free society must occasionally bear the burden of
listening tp others w4.th whom they disagree, even to
the point of outrage.°

An enlightened understanding of American freedoms acknowledges

that rights and responsibilities are complementary. The

expectation of personal rights of belief and expression requires

that individuals must exercise tolerance and civility regarding

the beliefs and expressions of others."

Equality is another principle American democratic value.

Thomas Jefferson and the other signers of the Declaration of

Independence proclaimed this principle, stating that: "We hold

these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,

that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable

Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of

Happiness."71 The Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

and subsequent judicial interpretations expanded on the

historically narrow conception of who was entitled to equal

treatment. The Fourteenth Amendment states that: "No State shall

. . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws."72

As with the provisions of the First Amendment, the language

of the Fourteenth Amendment establishes only a broad principle.

The Fourteenth Amendment's application to a particular situation

is subject to interpretation. The Court has developed a three

tiered framework for reviewing governmental actions alleged to
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deny any person of the equal protection of the laws. Under this

framework the Court subjects governmental actions that effect

fundamental rights or suspect classes to strict scrutiny, actions

that discriminate based on gender, age, or legitimacy to

intermediate scrutiny, and other general government regulations

to a mere rational basis test.73 The Court's framework for

evaluating equal protection claims recognizes that certain groups

have a history of unequal treatment in the U.S. Allegations

involving governmental discrimination against members of those

groups requires careful judicial review.

The Court used the provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment to

eliminate America's racially based dual system of public schools

in Brown v. Board of Education.74 In holding that public school

segregation based on race denied children the equal protection of

the laws, the Court in Brown declared that:

Today, education is perhaps the most important function
of state and local governments . . . it is doubtful
that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in
life if he is denied the opportunity of an education.
Such an opportunity, where the state has undertaken to
provide it, is a right which must be made available to
all on equal terms.75

Brown v. Board of Education opened the door for others to

challenge unequal treatment based on race, national origin,

gender or disabilities.76 The American conception of equality

continues to evolve. The lesson that the Court is teaching is

the fundamental equality of all persons in a democratic nation.

Persons that are similarly situated must be afforded the equal

protection of the laws, and only legitimate distinctions may be

15
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considered for differential treatment by the government.

Utilitarian Benefits of Inculcating American Values

The values and principles contained in the Constitution

should be a guiding force for public education in a democratic

society not only because they carry the power of law, but because

education based on these values has ethical, egalitarian, and

utilitarian benefits for public schools, individuals, and the

larger society. For example, religious neutrality by the

government is more than just a good legal policy .77 There are

significant utilitarian benefits associated with this

constitutional value. As the Court has noted "a union of

government and religion tends to destroy government and to

degrade religion."78 Current and historical events demonstrate

that differences in religious beliefs are at the heart of many

civil disturbances and wars. If government goes into the

business of promoting religion, a conflict over whose religion

should be the official religion is inevitable in a religiously

diverse society. These conflicts disrupt and may eventually

destroy civil government. If the religious dispute is resolved

through compromise instead of conflict, it is likely that no one

will be fully satisfied with the negotiated outcome. Compromised

and diluted state religion degrades the sacredness of the

religious message. The Court has noted that our nation's

founders recognized that "religion is too personal, too sacred,

too holy, to permit its 'unhallowed perversion' by a civil

magistrate."79 The Court further noted that the religious values

16
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of the Constitution "rested upon an awareness of the historical

fact that governmentally established religions and religious

persecutions go hand in hand."" The Court has recognized that

the provisions of the Constitution moderate the potential tyranny

of majority rule in a dr..!mocra:y. If left totally unchecked, the

will of the majority can punish a minority with a tyranny that

rivals that of any dictator." The Constitution identifies

certain rights and a sphere of privacy that is protected even

from the democratic will, and sometimes tyranny, of the majority.

As the Court has recognized: "One's right to life, liberty and

property, to free speech, a free press freedom of worship and

assembly, and other fundamental rights may not be submitted to

vote; they depend on the outcomes of no elections."82

There are also utilitarian benefits of constitutional

protection of freedom of expression. Political, intellectual,

and artistic freedom of expression avoids the political and

creative stagnation that plagues many less free societies. In

America constitutional guarantees protect these rights not only

for the benefit of individuals, but also for the free flow of

information that leads to political, intellectual, and cultural

advancement. Good ideas flourish in a free environment where the

only controls these ideas are subjected to are the tests of

public debate and the reason of an educated and free people."

Similarly, ideas that are potentially dangerous to the republic

are also best refuted in open debate. Open public debate and the

reasoning power of an educated and free people are the best

17
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protections against threats to democracy." As Thomas Jefferson

declared after prevailing in one of the most bitter political

battles in our nation's history: "if there be any among us who

would wish to dissolve this Union or to charge its republican

form, let them stand undisturbed as monuments of the safety with

which error of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left free

to combat it.""

Equal protection of the laws has utilitarian benefits also.

Creating dual public systems based on race was economically

inefficient. Further, excluding large segments of the population

from economically prodl*-Itive activities because of their race,

nationality, gender, or disability relegated potentially highly

productive persons to low level or dependent economic status.

Exclusion of groups of persons from mainstream society had a

tremendous personal and emotional cost also. As the Court stated

in Brown v. Board of Education, regarding African-American

children: "To separate them from others of similar age

qualifications solely because of their race generates a feeling

of inferiority as to their status in the community that may

affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be

undone."" Without access to education and the possibility of

social parity, no group can advance and escape the social stigmas

and prejudices that relegated them to their initial positions of

disadvantage." Exclusion of disabled children from education

and mainstream society was especially tragic. Some disabled

persons spent their lives in helpless and isolated circumstances

18



because they were denied access to educational services and

social orportunity.0 Not only were individuals' lives

irreparably harmed by exclusion from society and denial of equal

protection of the laws, but society also forfeited the unique

talents these individuals could have contributed to our nation's

common good.

Many lessons about American democratic values can be learned

from our nation's historical mistakes. Despite our nation's

democratic ideals, our democratic system has sometimes faltered.

Clearly our nation has sometimes failed to provide its citizens

with the due process of law, and the fundamental fairness and

equality demanded by our democratic ideals. For example, in 1857

the U.S. Supreme Court held in the case of Dred Scott v. Sanford,

that African-Americans as slaves were not citizens of any state

or of the U.S. and could therefore be denied legal rights."

Also, during W.W. II Japanese-Americans were imprisoned because

of their ancestry.93 But these failures in government action

were not failures of democratic ideals or the Constitution, but

failures by government officials to fully comprehend, respect,

and comply with the concepts of equality and basic fairness that

continue to evolve from our living Constitution.91 The duty of

the public schools is to make certain that succeeding generations

understand democratic principles and do not repeat the mistakes

of their predecessors.

Even if a perfect form of government could be designed, the

system would require administration by imperfect individuals.

19
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Imperfect human nature is always the source of abuse of power by

government officials. Nonetheless, the Constitution establishes

an ingenious system of checks and balances that help to

compensate for some of the faults of human nature.. But as with

any other system of governance, the Constitution is not self-

administering. The American people must understand the

principles of our constitutional democracy, and be prepared to

make these ideals a reality. As Peck stated:

A constitution remains merely words on paper that can be
conspiratorially ignored, even by the people as a whole.
The task of those who seek an efficacious constitutional
system is to make the important principles second nature to
the people, to make them a set of common reference points
from which governmental authority and individual assertions
of right may be judged.92

In the United States the people are the ultimate source of

political power. When our system of government fails, it is

because the American people through their elected representatives

fail to make it properly function. When we as a nation

understand the principles of American democracy, and are willing

to act on those principles, the Constitution is a guiding force

that gives us perspective and balance. It helps keep us on a

steady course through political pendulum swings, and causes us to

be circumspect during the temporary crisis that might otherwise

cloud our judgment.
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CONCLUSION

As former nations in eastern Europe disintegrate because of

their citizens' diversity, Americans should reflect on the impact

of diversity on our own nation. What makes diversity a basis for

conflict in one nation and a source of strength in another?

Since fundamental human nature is largely consistent, one could

reason that it is a difference in learned value systems that

determines whether diversity is rejected, or respected and

celebrated in a particular nation. Our nation's democratic

values including fundamental rights, fairness, equality, and

tolerance are codified in our Constitution, and should be

inculcated through our public schools. Inculcating these

democratic values in our children will assure that future

generations of Americans will share the unity of American

democracy, and also continue to celebrate and benefit from the

great diversity of our nation.

Because public schools have sometimes faltered in their

mission to inculcate democratic values is no reason to abandon

the mission or to abandon common public schools." What is

needed is not a rejection of the concept of the common school as

some public school critics suggest, but a revitalization of

American publA.c education consistent with our great democratic

heritage: a renewed covenant of "mutual obligation whereby both

the people and the commonwealth benefit."94 Our nation's public

schools should function as the foundation for democratic

education and inculcation of common American values, kindling a
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revitalization of the civic spirit to permeate society.

Ultimately the children in our public schools will be the

next generation of political leaders, judges that interpret the

constitution, and the teachers of succeeding generations. If

children do not understand the values of democracy, and learn to

cherish their freedom, they will not be able to retain the

democracy and freedom that their predecessors gave their lives to

give to them, nor pass these gifts to their descendants.95

Public school educators must make sure that the American values

of democracy and freedom are in the hearts and minds of the next

generation, so that their children will also know the democracy

and freedom guaranteed by our Constitution. That is the sworn

duty of the public schools, and the sacred trust of each

generation of Americans. Our public schools must model and

promote the highest ideals of our Constitution and inculcate

these values of American democracy for the safe protection of

succeeding generations. As our nation's highest Court has

recognized: "The vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms

is nowhere more vital than in the community of American

schools."°

BONE PILE

Problem of distinguishing democratic and dogmatic education:

substance v. procedure; what to think v. how to think; Problem

with separating the two concepts cleanly; how do you teach

procedure without invoking some content. You can't, but in

contrast to dogmatic education, the value positive element is
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minimal. Further, even this small contamination is potentially

mitigated by the later achievement of autonomy and independent

thought. An independent thinking citizen cal. later rt_flect on

his educational experience and reject those elements that seem to

him irrational or improper. When objecting to dogma, and

teaching dogmatic belief is the alternative, alleging that

democratic education may be partly dogmatic is a weak argument.
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